Evaluation of Artificial Neural Network-Based Temperature Control for Optimum Operation of Building Envelopes
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Abstract: This study aims at developing an indoor temperature control method that could provide comfortable thermal conditions by integrating heating system control and the opening conditions of building envelopes. Artificial neural network (ANN)-based temperature control logic was developed for the control of heating systems and openings at the building envelopes in a predictive and adaptive manner. Numerical comparative performance tests for the ANN-based temperature control logic and conventional non-ANN-based counterpart were conducted for single skin enveloped and double skin enveloped buildings after the simulation program was validated by comparing the simulation and the field measurement results. Analysis results revealed that the ANN-based control logic improved the indoor temperature environment with an increased comfortable temperature period and decreased overshoot and undershoot of temperatures outside of the operating range. The proposed logic did not show significant superiority in energy efficiency over the conventional logic. The ANN-based temperature control logic was able to maintain the indoor temperature more comfortably and with more stability within the operating range due to the predictive and adaptive features of ANN models.
1. Introduction

Buildings covered with curtain wall structures have normally been used to construct high-rise commercial buildings and can reduce the building structural loads. However, curtain wall structure buildings with a single skin envelope (SSE) have weak envelope insulation and controlling the penetration of solar irradiance in the indoor space can be difficult. Therefore, a single skin envelope is not optimal for controlling the indoor thermal environment or energy efficiency. Accordingly, heating and cooling loads in commercial buildings are increased due to the low insulation level between the outdoor and indoor environment. Additionally, the amount of heat transfer which results in energy transfer varies unpredictably according to the diverse changes in outdoor weather conditions.

In order to reduce the energy transfer between the outdoor environment and indoor space, a double skin envelope (DSE) has been applied to building facades. Previous studies proved that the double skin envelope effectively contributed to reducing heating and cooling energy consumption. The design and perspectives of the double skin envelope and its performance according to the solar controls, natural ventilation, shading device, solar photovoltaic, active facades such as active window strategies, glass selection, and cavity depth were evaluated [1,2]. Diverse performance tests presented the effectiveness of double skin envelope for saving heating and cooling energy based on the proper ventilation strategies [3–6]. In particular, besides the remarkable reduction of the heating energy, cooling energy was also significantly saved compared to the singles skin enveloped-buildings when the natural ventilation strategy or the passive thermal mass was applied [6,7].

The primary contributor for energy savings was the cavity space between the internal and external envelope, which functions as a thermal buffer zone for controlling energy transfer between the outdoor and indoor environments. The secondary contributor was the appropriate control of openings installed in the internal and external envelopes. Thus, the advantages of a double skin envelope can be intensified when the relevant components of energy transfer between indoor and outdoor space are properly installed and controlled. For example, envelopes with glass that has strong heat resistance and adequately operating shading devices are able to control the amount of convective and radiative heat transferred through the envelope. The opening conditions of internal and external envelopes also effectively contribute to determine the amount of convective heat transfer by controlling airflows between outdoor and indoor spaces.

Therefore, the opening conditions of envelopes are strongly related to changes in indoor temperature, which is a critical factor for occupants’ thermal comfort in indoor spaces. In order to determine proper control strategies for the opening conditions, studies have been conducted for various building and weather conditions [8]. The studies revealed that rule-based controls are the most widespread control methods, owing to their simplicity in developing algorithms and applications for actual buildings. A specific rule is employed to the rule-based methods to determine the opening conditions based on the relevant factors, such as the indoor and cavity temperatures. Accordingly, this specific rule controls the amount of heat transfer by conduction, ventilation, and solar radiation.
For effective thermal control of buildings, the artificial neural network (ANN) technique, which is analogous to the human neural structure, has been applied increasingly to the thermal control field due to its outstanding predictability and adaptability [9]. The ANN model predicts future thermal conditions based on the current and past conditions, so the work of the thermal control systems can be predetermined. In addition, the iterative training process for the ANN model is designed to adapt itself to the new environments around buildings. Through this predictability and adaptability, the ANN-based control logic can provide a more comfortable and stable thermal environment. Its superiority over mathematical methods, such as regression models or proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers has been proven based on aspects of thermal comfort and energy efficiency [10–17].

Recently, ANN-based residential thermal control methods to optimize residential heating, cooling, humidifying, and dehumidifying system control have been proposed [10]. A comparative analysis with a conventional control method revealed that the proposed ANN-based method demonstrated more effective thermal control than the conventional control method. For example, the indoor temperature was better stabilized within specified comfort ranges (e.g., 23–26 °C in summer and 20–23 °C in winter) and overshoot and undershoot outside of the comfort ranges were significantly reduced.

Despite the potential of rule-based control methods, the proposed methods in previous studies have two limitations that should be considered carefully. Firstly, the thermal criteria to determine the opening conditions of the internal and external envelopes were intuitively selected. In many cases, the air temperature in the cavity space and the amount of solar radiation functioned as major determinants. In comparison, other diverse thermal factors such as outdoor and indoor air temperature, which are related to double skin envelope opening operations, were not considered.

Secondly, integrated thermal control logic has not yet been proposed. The heating or cooling systems are normally operated based on the current air temperature, while openings in the double skin envelope are independently controlled based on the cavity air temperature. Thus, their interactive effects have not been considered for better thermal comfort with improved energy efficiency. The integrated logic, therefore, need to be developed for comprehensively controlling the opening conditions of internal and external envelopes and the thermal control devices such as heating and cooling systems.

The purpose of this study is to develop effective control methods for indoor air temperature to optimize thermal comfort. Temperature control logic to control heating systems and opening of building envelopes has been developed in this study. The current working state of the heating system and the opening conditions of the envelopes function as important components to determine the indoor air temperature conditions in the control logic. Specifically, the ANN models were developed and applied for the predictive and adaptive controls in the control logic. The ANN models employed a series of input variables which were strongly related to indoor temperature conditions. Thus, the opening conditions for the double skin enveloped building and single skin enveloped building can be determined in a more comprehensive manner.

Using the predicted indoor air temperature for the various opening strategies, the control logic determines the optimal opening strategy and predetermines heating system operation. The control logic also works accurately in response to changes or disturbances around double skin enveloped buildings, since the ANN model employs the sliding-window method for training data management.
2. Development of Integrated Artificial Neural Network-Based Temperature Control Logic

2.1. Temperature Control Logic

The proposed temperature control logic was designed to maintain indoor temperature within a comfortable range based on integrated control for openings of building envelopes and heating system. Figure 1 describes a conceptual flow of the process that incorporates the ANN model and the control logic for temperature control in double skin enveloped buildings and single skin enveloped buildings.

**Figure 1.** Incorporative process between the artificial neural network (ANN) model and control logic.

Three steps are employed for the double skin enveloped buildings. The first step is a data gathering process that collects the current and past thermal conditions such as current indoor temperature, previous indoor temperatures, outdoor temperature, and cavity temperature. The data collected in this step are used as input variables in the ANN models.

The second step is to predict future indoor temperature conditions based on the ANN models. Four future indoor temperatures are predicted for the four opening strategies of the internal and external envelopes of the double skin envelopes. Four independent ANN models are applied to predict the future indoor temperature condition that is the amount of air temperature overshoot or undershoot (\(TEMP_{PR}\)). The amount of overshoot or undershoot is the maximum rise or drop when the current working mode of the heating device is changed. For example, the overshoot of the air temperature is the maximum rise of air temperature after the heating device that is working is stopped.

The third step is to decide the optimal opening strategy and operate relevant systems. Using the four predicted ANN model values for the four opening strategies, temperature control logic determines the optimal opening strategy of the internal and external envelope openings. In this process, the opening strategy and the current working mode of the heating device are considered in an integrated manner.
For example, when a heating device is working, the optimal opening strategy for internal and external envelopes is to provide the largest overshoot of the indoor temperature. If the predicted overshoots of the indoor temperature by the ANN models for the four opening strategies are +1.7 °C (case 1), −0.3 °C (case 2), +0.2 °C (case 3), and −1.1 °C (case 4), then the optimal strategy is case 1, where the openings at internal and external envelopes are closed.

Employing case 1 for the openings, the heating device can be turned off earlier than in other cases, which keeps the indoor air temperature within a comfortable range. Similarly, when the heating system is not working, the optimal opening strategy is the case that provides the least undershoot of indoor temperature. By employing this optimal strategy, indoor air temperature can be conditioned more comfortably and energy consumption can be minimized to maintain a thermal environment within a comfortable range. The operation of the heating device and the optimal strategy for opening are conducted based on the decisions that are determined by this process.

Figure 2 presents the temperature control logic which was developed based on the process that incorporated the ANN model. Four ANN models predict the indoor temperature for the four opening strategies in the double skin enveloped buildings while two ANN models are applied in the single skin enveloped buildings. Considering the current working mode of the heating device, the optimal opening strategy is determined. After comparing the process between the summation of current (TEMP\text{IN}) and predicted (TEMP\text{PR}) temperatures and the operating range of the systems, the new working mode of the heating system is determined and the optimal opening strategy is conducted.

2.2. Artificial Neural Network Model

Two ANN models were developed to predict the overshoot and undershoot of the indoor air temperature in double skin enveloped buildings and single skin enveloped buildings, respectively.
Three major advantages can be guaranteed by applying the ANN models in the control logic. Firstly, the indoor temperature conditions will be controlled in an integrated manner. Secondly, relevant factors, which were demonstrated to statistically affect the indoor temperature, can be selected as determinants for opening of the envelopes. Finally, the predictive and adaptive controls are feasible.

Figures 3 and 4 show the structures of the two developed ANN models for single and double skin enveloped buildings. One input layer, four hidden layers, and one output layer comprise each ANN model. Detailed conditions for the variables are listed in Table 1.

**Figure 3.** A structure of ANN models for buildings with double skin envelopes.

**Figure 4.** A structure of ANN models for buildings with single skin envelopes.
Table 1. Composition of the developed ANN model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Double skin envelope (DSE) [8]</th>
<th>Single skin envelope (SSE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input layer</td>
<td>• Number of layers: 1</td>
<td>• Number of layers: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• $N_i$: 6</td>
<td>• $N_i$: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) $TEMP_{IN}$: $-10$–$40$ °C</td>
<td>(i) $TEMP_{IN}$: $-10$–$40$ °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) $\Delta TEMP_{IN}$: $-10$–$10$ °C</td>
<td>(ii) $\Delta TEMP_{IN}$: $-10$–$10$ °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) $TEMP_{OUT}$: $-20$–$40$ °C</td>
<td>(iii) $TEMP_{OUT}$: $-20$–$40$ °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) $TEMP_{CAV}$: $-20$–$80$ °C</td>
<td>(iv) opening conditions of envelope: 0 (closed), 1 (opened)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(v) opening conditions of internal envelope: 0 (closed), 1 (opened)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vi) opening conditions of external envelope: 0 (closed), 1 (opened)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden layer</td>
<td>• Number of layers: 4</td>
<td>• Same as DSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• $N_h$: 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output layer</td>
<td>• Number of layers: 1</td>
<td>• Same as DSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• $N_o$: 1 ($TEMP_{PR}$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training methods</td>
<td>• Learning rate: 0.75</td>
<td>• Same as DSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Moment: 0.30</td>
<td>• $N_d$: 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Algorithm: Levenberg-Marquardt</td>
<td>using $N_d = \left( N_h - (N_i + N_o)/2 \right)^2$ [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Training goals: 0.01 K$^2$ for air temperature (MSE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Epoch: 1000 times</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Data Managing Technique: sliding-window method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• $N_d$: 43</td>
<td>using $N_d = \left( N_h - (N_i + N_o)/2 \right)^2$ [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>using $N_d = \left( N_h - (N_i + N_o)/2 \right)^2$ [18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer functions</td>
<td>• Tangent Sigmoid for hidden neurons</td>
<td>• Same with DSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Pure Linear for output neuron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of hidden layers was derived in the previous study, which conducted an optimization process to find the number of hidden layers, number of neurons in the hidden layers, learning rate and moment [8]. The purpose of the previous study was to develop an ANN model and the process was focused purely on finding the optimal parameters of the model. Based on the analysis, an optimal number of hidden layer, number of neurons in the hidden layer, learning rate and moment were found. However, the performance test of the logic was not conducted yet. In this study, the performance of the developed logic was tested for buildings with single and double skin envelopes employing the optimized ANN model. This study deals with the actual application of the control logic which employed the previously mentioned optimized ANN model.

Heat transfer between indoor and outdoor environments was considered to determine the input neurons. Heat transfer is basically composed of conduction and convection (ventilation and infiltration) through the envelope, solar radiation, and internal loads. The amount of heat transfer by conduction and convection is related to the outdoor, cavity, and indoor temperatures as well as the opening conditions of the internal and external envelopes of double skin enveloped buildings.
In addition, the amount of solar radiation is determined by the solar irradiance to the envelope from the sun and sky surface. These relevant components were selected as initial input variables. However, internal loads were not considered to be an input variable since their amount normally changes according to occupant behaviors. The amount of air temperature change from the previous control cycle, which was assigned as 1 min in this study, was selected as one of the input variables based on the suggestions in the previous study [10].

Statistical tests conducted in the previous study revealed that the correlation between indoor temperature and solar irradiance was insignificant [19,20]. For example, the coefficient of determination ($r^2$) was 0.0853 for clear sky, 0.0060 for partly cloudy sky, and 0.0204 for overcast sky. Thus, solar radiation was excluded from the input variables of the final ANN model in this study. The actual values of input variables in Table 1 were normalized to have values between 0 and 1 using Equation (1):

$$\frac{INPUT_{ACT} - INPUT_{MIN}}{INPUT_{MAX} - INPUT_{MIN}}$$  (1)

Like the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in the hidden layer was determined based on the previous optimization process [8]. In the optimization process, the optimal number of neurons in the hidden layers 10 for producing the most accurate outputs was determined to be. The output variable was the predicted indoor temperature ($TEMP_{PR}$).

Adopted training methods are summarized in Table 1. The learning rate (0.75) and moment (0.30) for training, respectively, were determined based on the optimization process [8]. In particular, the sliding window method was applied for managing the training data sets. Thus, when the new training data set was acquired, it replaced the oldest set in order to reflect the latest conditions in the ANN model. Initial training data sets were collected from the simulation results conducted before the main tests. Tangent sigmoid and pure linear transfer functions were used in the hidden and output neurons, respectively.

3. Performance Tests of Artificial Neural Network-Based Temperature Control Logic

3.1. Computation Software and Validation

The developed ANN-based temperature control logic performance was numerically tested using Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) and Transient Systems Simulation (TRNSYS) in an incorporative manner [21,22]. MATLAB, developed by MathWorks for numerical computing and programming, and its neural network toolbox were employed to develop the ANN models.

MATLAB was used for: (1) developing ANN models and temperature control logic; (2) predicting indoor temperature ($TEMP_{PR}$) using the developed ANN models; and (3) determining the heating system operation based on temperature control logic. The decision regarding heating system operation was fed into TRNSYS to operate the heating system. Adopting the heating system operation, TRNSYS produced a new indoor temperature as a result of a working system and the new indoor temperature was transferred to MATLAB.

TRNSYS is an energy simulation software package that can simulate building systems and performance [22]. It was used for: (1) modeling building components and related features (e.g., double or single skin envelopes, heating system, initial thermal conditions, internal load, import of weather data, ventilation rate, and internal load); and (2) calculating indoor temperature ($TEMP_{IN}$).
Figure 5 shows the simulation model using the MATLAB and TRNSYS programs. The overall model was developed in TRNSYS and the ANN-based temperature control logic was implemented using Type155. The iterative simulation process was conducted at every cycle which was assigned as one minute in this study.

**Figure 5.** Modeling procedure of a test building using TRNSYS and MATLAB.

The accuracy of this simulation method was validated in previous studies [8]. The predicted indoor temperature variation by an ANN model was compared with the variation in indoor temperature measured in an actual building. The relationship between the predicted and measured temperature was statistically proven with a significantly smaller root mean square of errors (RMS) at 0.0259 K than the designated goal of the ANN models (0.1 K RMS). Thus, the accuracy of the simulation method was validated for testing the performance of the ANN-based temperature control logic.

### 3.2. Building Conditions for Performance Tests

The developed ANN model performance was tested in one-story buildings with double and single skin envelopes in winter in terms of indoor thermal environments and heating energy efficiency terms. A simplified application to the one-story building was designed to clearly understand the performance of the developed ANN-based temperature control logic.

Figure 6 shows the detailed dimensions of the one-story building with a double skin envelope, which was tested in this study. The building dimensions were 4.2 m wide, 4.5 m deep and 3.05 m high. The main facade where the double skin envelope was installed faced south. The internal and external envelopes were covered with glazing. The distance between the internal and external envelope was 0.9 m and a cavity space was formed by the two envelopes.

Openings for air inlets and outlets were installed at the top and bottom of internal and external envelopes. The dimensions of the openings were 0.5 m wide and 0.3 m high. It was assumed that outdoor air was introduced into cavity space through the air inlet and would pass through the cavity space until it reached the air outlet, when the opening conditions of the air inlet and outlet are controlled. The cavity and indoor temperature were measured in the center of the each space with 1.625 m height and 1.2 m height, respectively.
The one-story building with a single skin envelope is shown in Figure 7. The indoor space dimensions were equal to the dimensions of the building with the double skin envelope. No cavity space existed since the buildings contained a single skin envelope. All conditions, except the cavity, including configurations and structure were identical to those of the building with the double skin envelope.

The two buildings were assumed to be located in Seoul, Korea (latitude: 37.56°, longitude: 126.98°). The geometric conditions, thermal properties, heating system and operating conditions of the heating system for the two buildings are summarized in Table 2. Typical Meteorological Year (TMY2) data, which is widely applied for building simulation programs, was used for the test location.
Table 2. Condition of buildings with single and double skin envelope. TMY2: typical meteorological year. ACH: air change rate per hour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Detailed contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weather data</td>
<td>TMY2 for Seoul, South Korea (Latitude: 37.56°N, Longitude: 126.98°E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Climate condition                 | • Hot and humid in summer: 23.5 °C of air temperature and 72.7% of relative humidity from June to September on average  
                         | • Cold in winter: 1.7 °C of air temperature and 59.1% of relative humidity from November to February on average |
| Dimension                         | • 4.2 m wide × 4.5 m deep × 3.05 m high                                           
                         | • 18.9 m² (15.12 m² for the indoor area, 3.78 m² for the cavity area)             |
| Envelope insulation (m²·K/W) [23] | Walls 2.78                                                                          
                         | Roof 5.00                                                                            
                         | Floor 2.44                                                                          
                         | Windows                                                                             
                         | Internal envelope: 0.77 (6 mm gray glass + 16 mm argon gas + 6 mm gray glass)       
                         | External envelope: 0.18 (24 mm clear glass)                                         |
| Systems applied                   | Radiative heating: 7172 kJ/h heat supply                                           |
| Internal gain                     | • 2 occupants with seated, light work, typing                                      
                         | • 2 computers and printer                                                          
                         | • 5 W/m² for lighting fixtures                                                     |
| Infiltration rate [23]            | 0.7 ACH                                                                            |

The thermal resistances ($R$-values) of envelope components were 2.78, 5.00 and 2.44 m²·K/W for the wall, roof and floor, respectively. The $R$-values were 0.18 m²·K/W for the internal envelope and 0.77 m²·K/W for the external envelope. A radiative heating system with a 7172 kJ/h heat supply capacity was installed for heating. The operation range of the heating system was assumed to be 20–23 °C to keep the indoor thermal environment within a comfortable range in winter. The infiltration rate into the building was assumed to be 0.7 air change rate per hour (ACH) which is a normal value in buildings. No external obstructions around the building were considered.

The performance tests in this study for the two buildings were conducted using the ANN-based temperature control logic and the conventional non-ANN-based counterpart. Data for the indoor temperature conditions and the heating energy efficiency was collected during January, February, November and December 2013, which represent typical weather conditions of winter for the building sites.

Table 3 summarizes the control algorithms based on the ANN model for the heating system and the internal and external envelope openings. In the ANN-based temperature control logic, as explained in Figure 2, the current conditions of the heating system operation and the optimal opening strategy determined by the ANN models were used as determinants. Based on the comparison between the summation of $\text{TEMP}_{IN}$ and $\text{TEMP}_{PR}$ and the operating range of heating system, the operating signal for the heating system was determined and opening of the internal and external envelopes was followed to optimize the strategy.
Table 3. Control algorithm of ANN-based temperature control logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current conditions</th>
<th>Determined operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heating system</strong></td>
<td><strong>TEMP\textsubscript{IN} + TEMP\textsubscript{PR} of the optimal opening strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>≤23 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;23 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>≥20 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;20 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conventional non-ANN-based temperature control logic applied a similar process (Table 4). Current heating system conditions and the indoor temperature were used as determinants. The operating signal was determined for the heating system based on the comparisons between the indoor temperature and the operation range of the system.

Table 4. Control algorithm of conventional non-ANN-based temperature control logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current conditions</th>
<th>Heating system</th>
<th>Determined operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heating system</strong></td>
<td><strong>TEMP\textsubscript{IN}</strong></td>
<td><strong>Heating system</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>≤23 °C</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;23 °C</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>≥20 °C</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;20 °C</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The opening strategy for the envelope was determined by the intuitively designed criteria. For example, in double skin envelope buildings, if the temperature of the cavity space was over 26 °C, the openings at the internal envelope were open and the openings at the external envelope were closed. A similar algorithm was applied in the single skin envelope buildings, while the only difference was the application of outdoor temperature to determine the surface opening conditions.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Influence of Control Logic on Thermal Comfort

The comparative performance of the ANN-based and the conventional non-ANN-based logic was examined to analyze the influence of control logic on indoor air temperature variation. Figures 8 and 9 show the indoor temperature profiles and the heating system operation in the single skin and double skin enveloped buildings by two control logic for a selected week in January.
Figure 8. Indoor temperature and operation of heating system (Single Skin Envelope, 8–14 January 2013). (a) Non-ANN-based control; (b) ANN-based control.

The indoor temperature conditions and system operation by ANN-based and non-ANN-based logic showed slightly different patterns since the ANN-based logic predetermined the operation of the heating system. In both single skin and double skin enveloped buildings, temperatures by non-ANN-based logic deviated beyond the operating range at every on/off moment of the heating system. In comparison, the temperatures determined by ANN-based logic stayed within the operating range in more cases.

Similarly, in Figures 10 and 11, which present detailed movement on 1 January 2013 as an example, the difference of the indoor temperature and the heating system operation are more clearly compared. The heating system by the ANN-based logic was turned off earlier than the non-ANN-based logic, thus the indoor temperature did not rise above the upper limit of the operating range (23 °C) (Figure 10).
Figure 9. Indoor temperature and operation of heating system (Double Skin Envelope, 8–14 January 2013). (a) Non-ANN-based control; (b) ANN-based control.

In addition, the ANN-based temperature control logic was predetermined to turn on the heating system before the indoor temperature reached the lower limit of the operating range (20 °C) (Figure 11). Thus, the ANN-based heating system began to work earlier than the conventional non-ANN-based temperature control logic. As a result, indoor temperature with the ANN-based logic did not drop below 20 °C while that controlled by the conventional logic went below 20 °C, which was determined to be an uncomfortable temperature condition.

For the whole test period, the openings in the external envelope in the double skin enveloped building were always closed by the control logic. This indicates that the optimal opening strategy determined by ANN models at every control cycle required closing the openings at the external envelope. The openings in the internal envelope were opened for a total of 41 min by the ANN-based logic, but were opened for 0 min by the conventional non-ANN-based logic. The openings in the internal envelope all occurred in November 2013 when the cavity temperatures were relatively higher than they were in other periods. In this period, the ANN models determined that opening inner openings and closing outer openings was the optimal strategy.
The average and the comfortable periods of the indoor temperature were compared for the ANN-based logic and the conventional non-ANN-based logic in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. For the entire test period, the average indoor temperatures determined by the non-ANN-based and ANN-based logic were similar in both building types. The average temperatures for the whole test period were 21.97 °C and 21.98 °C in the single skin enveloped building and 22.05 °C and 22.06 °C in the double skin enveloped building, respectively (Figure 12).

However, the indoor temperature comfortable period was increased by the ANN-based temperature control logic for all months in both building types. The amount of the increase was 87 min in the single skin enveloped building and 346 min in the double skin enveloped building, which is 0.05% and 0.2% of the total period, from 86.75% to 86.80% and from 86.14% to 86.34%, respectively (Figure 13).
4.2. Influence of Control Logic on Thermal Stability

The increase in the comfortable period achieved by the ANN-based logic was connected to the decrease in overshoots and undershoots outside of the operating range (Table 5). The number of overshoots and undershoots outside of the operating range were reduced by ANN-based logic except for overshoots in November for both building types. The entire reduction for the whole period was 19 times (overshoots) and 15 times (undershoots) in the single skin enveloped building and 11 times (overshoots) and 28 times (undershoots) in the double skin enveloped building. This indicates that the indoor temperature was conditioned and was more stable within the operating range due to the predictive controls of the ANN-based logic.

Similarly, the ratio of overshoots and undershoots outside of the comfort range over the total number of overshoots and undershoots by the heating system was reduced by the ANN-based control logic. Every overshoot and undershoot left the operating range by the conventional non-ANN-based logic, while these percentiles were significantly reduced by the ANN-based logic, because ANN-predicted
temperature was employed in the control logic. The amount of monthly reduction varied from 8.11% to 26.67% in the single skin enveloped building and from 2.08% to 35.72% in the double skin enveloped building. In summary, the increase in the comfortable period as well as the decrease in the number and ratio of overshoots and undershoots supported the superiority of the ANN-based temperature control logic.

**Table 5.** Comparison of thermal performance between the ANN-based and non-ANN-based temperature control logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal performance components</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Single skin envelope</th>
<th>Double skin envelope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN-based temperature control logic</td>
<td>Non-ANN-based temperature control logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of overshoot and undershoot out of the operating range (overshoot/undershoot)</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>30/28</td>
<td>35/35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>February</td>
<td>25/22</td>
<td>30/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November</td>
<td>29/31</td>
<td>28/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December</td>
<td>28/34</td>
<td>38/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>112/115</td>
<td>131/130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of overshoot and undershoot out of the operating range (%) (overshoot/undershoot)</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>83.33/77.78</td>
<td>100/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>February</td>
<td>80.65/73.33</td>
<td>100/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November</td>
<td>82.86/88.57</td>
<td>100/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December</td>
<td>75.68/91.89</td>
<td>100/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.58/83.33</td>
<td>100/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.3. Influence of Control Logic on Energy Consumption**

The energy consumption used for the space shown in Figures 6 and 7 was analyzed to examine the effect of control logic on building energy efficiency in winter. The amount of heat supply to each space surrounded by single and double skin envelopes is compared in Figure 14.
Overall, less energy was required to maintain the indoor temperature within a designated comfort range when the double skin envelopes were used for buildings. When the non-ANN-based control logic was employed to control indoor temperature within a comfort range, the amount of heat supply ranged from 29.97 kW/m² to 58.76 kW/m² and from 25.62 kW/m² to 51.39 kW/m² for the single and double skin enveloped buildings, respectively. The heat supply was reduced by 12.47% on average during the four months, as the envelope was changed from single to double skin.

The energy consumption ranged from 29.87 kW/m² to 58.73 kW/m² and 25.73 kW/m² to 51.39 kW/m² for the single skin and double skin envelopes, respectively, when the ANN-based control logic was used for primary thermal control. The heat supply reduction by ANN control logic during the same four months was 12.32% on average, as the envelope was reinforced to the double skin condition.

The ANN-based temperature control logic did not result in significantly improved energy efficiency of the heating system over the non-ANN-based logic. The reduced amount in the single skin envelope condition was 0.105 kW/m² (0.06%). However, slightly more energy was required when the ANN models were applied in the double skin envelope condition, in which 0.152 kW/m² (0.10%) more heating energy was more consumed compared to the conventional logic.

There are two major reasons for this phenomenon. The primary reason is that the average indoor temperature during the test period was kept higher when the ANN-based logic was applied, as previously described in Figure 12. To maintain a higher temperature, the heating system worked for a longer period of time. The second reason is the time compensation between operating and non-operating time when the ANN-based temperature control logic was applied. When the ANN-based logic was applied, the heating system stopped working earlier in a predictive manner than by the conventional logic. The working time was shorter which saved heating energy.

However, the heating system started working earlier as well, resulting in a reduced non-working period and an increase in heating energy. In other words, when the ANN-based logic was applied, the working time in each cycle was shorter while the number of operating cycles was increased. Therefore, the cumulative working time was similar to that of the conventional logic. Based on these two factors, the ANN-based temperature control logic did not guarantee improved energy-efficiency. However, as explained in the previous section, the ANN-based temperature control logic presented its superiority for providing more comfortable and stable temperature conditions over the non-ANN-based counterpart.

5. Conclusions

This study proposes an indoor air temperature control method to maintain optimal thermal comfort using integrated heating system control and envelope opening. The ANN-based temperature control logic was developed for predictive and adaptive thermal control. The comparative performance tests for the ANN-based temperature control logic and the non-ANN-based counterpart were conducted numerically using a computer simulation. The findings of this study are summarized as follows:

1. The average ANN-based and non-ANN-based logic temperatures were similar. However, the ANN-based temperature control logic provided slightly advanced comfortable temperature conditions than the conventional non-ANN-based temperature control logic. Using the ANN models, the system operation was able to be predetermined, thus the indoor temperature could be better maintained within the operating range of the system. The increase in comfortable period
was 87 min and 346 min for the single skin envelope and double skin envelope conditions, respectively, which accounted for 0.05% and 0.20% of the total test period.

(2) The ANN-based logic provided a significant improvement in the stability of the temperature conditions. Overshoots and undershoots outside of the operating range were reduced by the ANN-based logic as much as 19 times for overshoots and 15 times for undershoots in the single skin envelope condition and 11 times for overshoots and 28 times for undershoots in the double skin envelope condition.

(3) The ratio of overshoots and undershoots outside of the comfort range over the total number of overshoots and undershoots by the heating system was reduced by the ANN-based control logic. The amount of monthly reduction varied from 8.11% to 26.67% in the single skin envelope conditions and from 2.08% to 35.72% in the double skin envelope conditions.

(4) Less heating energy was consumed in the double skin envelope condition than in the single skin envelope condition. The reduction was 12.47% for the non-ANN-based logic and 12.32% for the ANN-based logic, which proved that double skin enveloped buildings have the ability to reduce heating energy in winter. However, the ANN-based temperature control logic did not guarantee improved heating system energy efficiency. This finding was attributable to the more highly maintained indoor temperature and the time compensation by ANN-based control logic.

In summary, based on the increased stability and comfortable period of indoor temperature with the decreased number and ratio of overshoots and undershoots of temperature, the ANN-based temperature control logic is able to maintain the indoor temperature more comfortably and with more stability within the operating range due to the predictive and adaptive features of ANN models. Further studies that apply the developed logic to actual buildings under diverse weather conditions are necessary.

By conducting performance tests for these diverse applications, the applicability of the developed logic will be fully demonstrated in terms of thermal quality and energy efficiency. In addition, further studies are necessary to investigate the productivity improvement in the more comfortably conditioned environments and to examine the economic benefits of the proposed logic.
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Nomenclature

\[ TEMP_{IN} \] indoor air temperature (°C)
\[ \Delta TEMP_{IN} \] indoor air temperature change from the preceding control cycle (°C)
\[ TEMP_{OUT} \] outdoor air temperature (°C)
\[ TEMP_{CAV} \] cavity air temperature (°C)
\[ TEMP_{PR} \] predicted amount of air temperature overshoot or undershoot (°C)
\[ INPUT_{ACT} \] actual input value
\[ INPUT_{MAX} \] maximum input value
INPUT_{MIN} minimum input value
Nd number of training data sets
Ni number of input neurons
Nh number of hidden neurons
No number of output neuron
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